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ABOUT THE GUITD & THE TIEWSI-ETTER

Membership of the Guild is open to anyone
having an interest in pottery gl offers the members many
opportunities each year to see the top potters
demonstrating their skills. ln addition, an annual Open
Day is held with demonstrations. A members' pottery
exhibition, visis and workhops are organised at various
times during the year.
Membership Rates: Family - €17.0O

Single - f 14.50
Student - E 7.5O

Send your cheque, made payable to D.C.P.G., to Digby
Stott (if ioining after March, please phone for a reduced
introductory rate; address u phone numberon p.8)

The Dacorum el Chiltern Potters Guild Newsletter
is published bi-monthly in lanuary, March, May, luly,
September 8r November, being distributed free to all
members of the Guild, other craft groups 8r organisations.
Contributions to the Newsletter are always welcome.
(s.a.e. please with any items to be returned). Opinions
expressed in items published do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the Committee or Guild members as a whole.

REPRODUCTION OF N EWSLETTER ARTICLES
Articles in this Newsletter are the copyright of the

Guild or the Author unless otherwise attributed Er may
not be reproduced, copied or used in any way without the
permission of the Guild or the Author.

FINANCIAL AND INSUR,ANCE ADVICE:

All types of insurance for arlisl,e and crafte- people,

includinq oover for studios, public liabilrty, exhibitione.
Tereonal oover, i.e. siakness, acaidenl, life and

peneione,houeehold, etc. Tleaee call O171-79O 1963.
Fax O171-79O 41OO.

Phillippa Levy, 19 Louiaa 9t., London, EI 4NF

OPEN DAY WITH DOUG IONES

SAilDAY 2IST SEPTEMBEB

1 1 a.m. start at 1 14 Norfolk Rd.,
Rickmansworth, Herts. WD3 I LA.

Further information: 01923 7709 1 3

Studio
Pottery
magazine

SPECIAL OFFER DURIIUG I9I97
f18 annual subscription (6 issues) for current members

o{ UK potters' associations (full price is f32)

please send cheques to Studio pottery

15 Magdalen Road, Exeter EX2 4TA
phone/fax: 01 392 430082

www.inxpress.co.uldstudio.pottery

Copv dates
(latest receipt of
material for typing)
12th December
I 5th February
l4th April
16th lune
l6th August
14th October

1 /4 page

1 /2 page

whole page (depending on availability)

We can book space ahead of the copy date but, in
general, need the final artwork not later than THREE DAys

after the copy date.

ADVERTISING RATES:

Publication dates

5th lanuary
6th March

3rd May
6th luly

4th September
6th November

812.90
t21.OO
f 33.00

f, 6.50
f. 8.50

small ads 20p. per word (20 words free to members)
semi display: 1/12 page 3.5 cm.high x Scm.wide
from your artwork
or typesetting - maximum 50 words
Covers: Back + 200lo; Inside + 1 5olo

Distribution of leafles: A5 - L21.00; A4 - L26.OO
(Additional postage, if more than 1 page, or if paper
weight is over 80 g.s.m.)
AII advertising enquiries should be sent to Digby Stott
(address on p.8), phone 01442 250540

Advertisements: The Guild is not responsible for the
content of individual advertisemens printed in the
Newsletter.

Jonathan

-xflffi*dr"W
***Cbramic Services

Proprietor Jonathan Switzman BA PCCE
Tutor at Kent Institute of Art, the Cilv Lit & South Thames College

.4, Myrtle Gardens, Hanwell, l.ondon W7 3Jq
Phone / Fu / Anewer m.chine 0181 579 7468 Mobile 0958 tl20 350

E-neil SWITZMANCeramic@compuserve.com or 106610.566(dlcomPuservL'.com

Creative, technical and consultancy
. Clay & Glaze technology
. Health & Safety
' Equipment maintenance, kiln refurbishment
' Supplier/installer of kilns & related

equipment
. Staff training

. Recognised reseller for Kilns I Furnaces, Potclays, Acme Marls
8 C ambridge C ontr ollers

. Consultancy on HBS, setting up and studio ilesign.

. Cunently clearingbulk glaze stock at 20 - 40 Vo discount -
telephone for list

Covering London, the Home Counties and
the South.

Specialist courses run for potters, teachers & techniciansi- 
o lJnderstanding and Developing Ceramic Glaze presently at the

City Lit Institute E4 (Reet Street) - enquiries for September on m71 4os 2949

Othq cos6 to diqt rcquirumts:
. Health & Safely in Cnnmics
o Technical Aspects of Cnnntics
. Cltty irr lhe Cuniculunl
o Kiltts: Firing inclutlitrg safetv aspects
. Deoeloping glnzes nnd tlrc Computo
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FR()NT COVER PHOTOGRAPH

Ben Eeles showing us one of his carved bottles during our
Pot-crawl this year.
(Photograph M.Fitzwilliam)
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EDITORIAL

At one of our meetings, I was introduced along
the lines of the following: "This is Mervyn, he writes our
Newsletter for us".

Contributions to the Newsletter are usually sent
in by a few stalwart members who make the effort, come
what may. lf deficiencies occur/ then I often write
something myself.

Since I did not have any volunteers to write about
the Harry Fraser evening, I got in touch with him and he
kindly sent some copies of his slides. However, the nub
of the matter is that I have not got time to put the words
around the notes I made and, in future, will probably have
even less time to do so.

Perhaps you are getting my drift but, referring to
the nearest dictionary:
Editor is one who prepares the work of others
for publication.
Please note: the Editor is not the one who writes the
Newsletter.

Next time I ask for a volunteer to write something
for us, I expect to see a forest of willing hands ... well....
that is, I don't, but it would be appreciated if we had a

few more people willing to write for the Newsletter.

Mervyn ritzwilliam

FIJTURE GUILD EVEIUTS

Will members please note that all future Friday evening
meetings will be held at the Methodist Church Hall, Kings
Langley.

l2th Sept. '97 8 p.m. CIILES LE CORRE makes mainly
functionaland one-off thrown stoneware, some of his pots
being re-formed whilst on the wheel. Gilles will be talking
about the way he decorates and applies glazes. He will
demonstrate his method of throwing vases and bottles
made in two sections, as well as throwing platters and
bowls. He will have a range of his pos for sale.

14th Sentember '97 Pitstone "Rent I)ay" All are
welcome to this Raku event & participation is invited.
The Pitstone site is available to Guild members at other
times, please ring Tina Hdl at 01442826223.

4th & 5th October '97 Throwing Workshop with Doug
Jones, see enclosed applicationform

1oth October '97 7.30 p.m. (please note earlier
time). GLEN ETTIENNE. Followingthe A.G.M., Glen
will be demonstrating the making of a two-piece mould
and describing how to use it. He will discuss taking
moulds from different textured items that are in everyday
use, e.g. buttons, trainer soles and deal with taking moulds
from batik block. He will talk about and show us the
pieces he uses and say how he incorporates them with
other things in the making of his pots. Types of plaster
and mixing will also be covered. This will be a mainly
practical demonstration evening at the end of which we
should be able to design, prepare and use our own original
moulds.

15th November'97 PTOTTERS OPEN DAY !!!!! DON'T
MISS THIS OUTSTAI{DING EVENT !!!!! see poster
with this Newsletter.

24th Novemberto 6th December GUILD EXEIBITION,
Apply on enclosed form , or phone 01895 631 738

14th December'97 A SALT GLAZING WORKSHOP
WITH STEVE HARRISON. An exciting introduction
to salt glazing, see application form with this Newsletter.

OUR ilEW VEilUE AT KIilGS TAilGTEY

As many of you will already know, we are changing our
regular venue for Friday evening meetings to the
Methodist Church Hall in Kings Langley, beginning
September 12th at the usualtime of I p.m.

There are two main reasons for this: (1 ) the Church
Council has given us permission to keep a bookcase there
to house our new library of pottery book; and (2) access
will be easier - there was always difficulty in obtaining the
key at Northchurch, it had to be collected by someone
before 1 I a.m. on the day of the meeting.

ln addition to these points, Kings Langley is well centred
geographically for our members and the hall itself is of the
right size (and price) for us as a Guild amd has good
facilities for refreshments. The car park is smaller and will
allow only enough room for about the first ten cars, but
next door and in the surrounding streets and on those
opposite to the hall, there are convenient parking places.

The committee hopes that the venue will prove a happy
one and we are sure that it will soon become familiar and
accepted. (New map in the Newsletter).

Ruth Karnac
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THE STATILEY BOMER MEMORIAT TIBBARY

I am pleased to announce the creation of the Stanley
Romer Memorial Library, which will be open for the first
time during the September meeting and then at
subsequent meetings. The coffee break will be the time
for library business.

The books are provided from the generous bequestofour
former founder member, Stanley Romer, who had a very
extensive collection. We have had a bookcase custom-
made to fit the space allocated to us by the Church. This
of course restricts us as to the number of volumes
available at any one time - i.e. about I 50 books. We will
'rotate' them over the course of the year when we see

what is needed as the total number available is about 600.
The bookplates have been provided by lohn Romer,
Stan's son, for which many thank.

Books will be available to current members only, at a small
borrowing charge of 50p. per book per month. A
maximum of two book may be borrowed for one month
at a time - to give everyone a fair chance of borrowingthe
popular titles - if there is no-one else wishing to borrow a

particular book, it can be re-issued for another month.
The borrowing charge will enable us to add to the
selection available. From time to time the Guild will add
to the collection newly published book, the first of which
is "Craft Collections in the British lsles". Any suggestions
for additional titles will be welcomed.

Fines will be imposed for late return, but we hope that
members will return book promptly, or arrange for
another member to do so, enabling the more popular
titles to be borrowed by the maximum numberof people.
Preferably without the addition of clay or glazes pleasel

Some titles may be held for reference only, as they are of
special value - these will be clearly marked.

I hope that everyone will enjoy these book as much as

Stan Romer obviously did.
Pam Bishop (librarian)

MEMBERSHIP ilEWS

Rachel gucknill has been a Guild member for several
years and is an established potter, although she received
no formal art or pottery training. Rachel decided to take
up the challenge of a degree course at Westminster
University and has now heard that she has a place. We
wish her well on her 3-year adventure on the B.A.Hons.
Ceramics course. (Perhaps you will send us progress

reports, Rachel? - ed.)

Brenda whiting is one of our newish members, having
joined the Guild last year. She attended the Open Day
and also came to the Hatfield Event and plans to do the

same this year. Nothing unusual you might think, but
Brenda and her family were based in Market Harborough,
Leicestershire. Were, that is, until luly this year, when
they moved 1 1 miles closer to an address in Northants.
Brenda explained that this was not to be closer to the
Guild, but the fact that she is closer means that she may
even be able to attend more of our activities.

Lynne Bailey has recently joined the Guild. We are
delighted to welcome Lynne who is a student and lives at
Abbots Langley.

liz Mosdell is another new member. She lives in
Amersham and is also a member of Buck. Art Society
and of the Society of Graphic Fine Art. Currently
working on modelling figures and faces, Liz decided to ioin
us after browsing through some of our Newsletters and
with encouragement from Sally Routh. We look forward
to meeting Liz at our future events.

Marion Caton who has joined us from Stanford le Hope,
Essex, is a relative beginner, interested in all aspects of
pottery.

M. ritzwilliam

A TUDOR WATEBIilG POT

During the Chiltern Open Air Museum event this year,
Wendy Fowler was given a commission to produce a

Tudor Watering Pot.
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The pot was ordered by the Museum for demonstration in
their new 'dye garden'. This garden is being used to grow
various plans that can be used as the basis of dyes for
dyeing fabrics and wool.

The watering pot, shown in Wendy's photo, has a lot of
small holes in the base, similar to the rose of a watering
can. ln use, it is first filled by lowering it into water.
allowing the water to enter through the base. Wendy
explained that it fills quite quickly. By placing your thumb
over the hole at the top of the pot, the water can be
retained inside the pot, due to the surrounding air
pressure.

When using it, the pot is held over the plants and lifting
your thumb causes the water to flow from the base in a

fine spray. The spray can be started and stopped easily by
raising and lowering the thumb.

Wendy says that she had fun making the pot and was

delighted that it work so well.
Editor

TABK III THE PARI( - JUilE 29th

As Arthur Ball said "what a corny name for an eventl".
Well I agree, but the concept is good. This event,
organised by Dacorum Borough Community Arts group,
is intended to be a day of participation and fun for anyone
who wants to get involved.

Most of you will know that I have always been a firm
believer in giving everybody the opportunity to try their
hand at making a pot (not just on the wheel). I have a

photograph of me teaching throwing when, as Wally
Keeler said "you had hair as black as a raven's wingll".
My thought is that this type of activity does open the door
for those who have not tried it before and possibly kindles
the initial spark of interest into a brighter spark, or even
a small flame.

The Guild has supported this event since its inception a

few years ago and Linda Bryant had applied for us to part-
icipate, but had to bow out of organising due to pressure

of work. We had several willing helpers so I picked up the
reins.

The weather looked like a serious threat and I nearly
pulled the Guild out, but settled for buying a suitable
'Pavilion' or open-sided tent with a waterproof top, to
give us some cover if rain was on the agenda.

We did have a brief shower but nothing serious, the
weather improved and approximately 8000 people
attended on the day. We were virtually mobbed, with Sue
Taylor quickly restricting the size of the queue to 5 or 6
people for each wheel. We started with 2 wheels, but
increased it to 3 and I also brought extra clay, which did
get used. By the end of the day we had given lessons to
about 140 individuals.

The pavilion did look quite splendid with its green top,
green and white corners and crenellated edging and, at
3 x 3 metres, it just about covers 3 wheels and a table.
(This item is available for use by members - see

"Notebook").

My gratefulthank to all those who helped, either directly
or behind the scenes. We were all tired by the close of
activities, but we had given a lot of people the
opportunity to have a go on the wheel and contributed to
the happy atmosphere.

Mervyn Fitzwilliam

BOOK REVIEW

Easv On-Glaze Techniques - Heather Taylor. 96 pp. A4
plbk.811.99 A. er C. Black

This is a well illustrated book (in black and white and
colour) covering all aspects of On-Glaze techniques. lt is

clearly written although the author, being Australian, some
of the terms and products may not be instantly
recognisable; e.g. carbon paper being referred to as

'Graphite Paper'.

The author starts with a brief review of the history of On-
Glaze decoration and then covers the various areas needed
by the practical potter. These include methods relating to
various surfaces, mixing and testing paints, preparation/
transferringpaper designs, stencils, pen work, metallic and
luster methods and sponge applications.

She also goes into the methods of pen and brush
application in various styles, both European (Australian?)
and Oriental, in great detail. This is nor an Artistic book
(in a derogatory sense) but one written by a practical
working potter, full of practical information, such as

carrying the wet painted materials, loading the kiln and
subsequent rates of firing.

The illustrations complement the text, rather than just
showing off the author's brilliance, as is often the case!
This is a practical working book, well written by someone
fully conversant with her trade and with a talent to explain
her methods in graphic detail. It is a worthwhile addition
for any potter interested in On-Glaze decoration.

Tony Stevens

Jack Docherty workshop
Oct.4th 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Ewen Hall, wood st., Barnet.
Q16.00 including lunch.

Contact Toby - 0181 2O4 6279

rlti-il
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THE POT CRAWI.JUTE 7TH.8TH '97

The hardest part of arranging a programme is finding the
potters with large enough premises to take a visiting group
such as ours, and have work that has an interest, and
technique that will hold the attention of our members.
This, I hope, was more than met.

This year we went to see the Eeles family pottery,
Laurence McGowan and Julian Belmont, as each are
makers and decorators of distinction.

Saturday was one of those days when bands of rain
crossed the sky from the west, driven by strong winds,
separated by periods of clear skies and sunshine. This
seems to be the standard weather when we go for a pot
crawl. Threats of a drenching, but never quite doing so.

We were warmly received by David Eeles and his sons
Simon and Ben. ln groups, we toured the pottery to see
cider bottles that hung on the wall, being made and
carved by Ben, while Simon demonstrated how to avoid
turning a foot ring on a plate. When throwing a plate or
bowl, make the base as thin as the walls. Extrude a

suitable coil from the wad box and place it carefully on
the site of the footing. The plate, being cheese hard,
easily withstands the pressure of consolidating the coil.
Turn the wheel slowly as you go. Keep the clay as dry as
you can. Air enters the clay in the wad box, so keep the
box empty when not in use - even for a day. This method
saves a lot of time and material. Their justification is that
the material turned off the base is prime clay that has
been prepared over a period of months. To return large
quantities of clay into the reclaim cycle is both unne-
cessary and wasteful of time. This may not suit you, as

they are producing enough work to fill three linked kilns
every six months.

The kiln is of particular interest. lt has three parts, the
lower has the fire box and is the first to be fired with
wood. Heat, instead of being lost up the chimney,
transfers to the next chamber. The heat in the second
chamber is boosted by an additional supply of metre long
Iarch offcuts. When the temperature has reached
I 280"C., attention is then turned to third and last in line.
Heat has been feeding up from the first and second
chambers all the time. This is then brought up to
I 280'C in the same way as the others. Five tons of larch
offcuts from the sawmills, comprised of bark and sapwood
has to be dried and stacked in such a way that during
firing they are easily handled. So as ro balance the
temperature, two stick have to be fed in (one from either
side) every minute. When the kiln was new, this was done
by continuous hand feeding. Now it is done strictly by
the clock for an even burn. Every minute means another
set of stick to be handled. Firings do vary, though it
averages 36 hours in duration. (The temperature is

measured using a pyrometer with digital reading. Simon
explained that it was discovered that fly-ash affected the
cones previously used).

The Chinese fired up to 20 linked chambers in the famous
dragon kilns of the past. It is said that the potters started
to unpack the lower kilns while the top kilns were still
coming up to temperature. With the pots of one whole
year assembled, a good firing was critical.

The Eeles' kiln is held together with a strong steel frame-
work. As the temperature rises, the bolts are slackened
off to allow for expansion. As it cools, the bolts are
tightened so as to take up the slack and maintain kiln
rigidity. At f,1 per brick and over 8000 bricks, that is a
Iot of money.

It suited me fine to be in the group that spent more time
at the kiln. However, I missed the carving of the cider
jars by Ben, so I hope someone else will supply the details.

Lunch preceded the visit. Admiral Hood was born in rhe
village and is commemorated by his name given to the
pub. After such a fine meal, it was easy to think of fare
on the table in relation to the poti that are used for food.

The visit was concluded by a supplementary visit to Forde
Abbey to see the exhibition of pots and paintings by the
Eeles family. We spent the evening and night ar rhe
Sherborne Hotel, Sherborne.

Sunday was a different type of day. Both potters rhat we
visited were trained by and worked for Alan Caiger-Smith
at Aldermaston at different times. Their work is markedly
different in style and technique, yet the influences of their
time at Aldermaston show through.

Lawrence McGowan's work is so well-known that it is hard
to add yet another layer, so I will write about the
discussion centred on design. This started with a

reference to Bernard Leach and his "Potter's Book", in
which he stated that a vertical line represented growrh, a

horizontal line repose, and diagonal lines represented
change. Raise the horizontal line to half way up the
vertical and you have a cross. The result is neither one
nor the other, growth or repose, so the cross can appear
unsatisfactory to the eye. Turn the cross by 45" to the
St. Andrew's cross or multiplication sign and we have two
lines of change

Venical Horizontal Neither one Two angled lines

= growth = repose nor the other = change. This also

iH*. 
one aneled

The theory goes as follows: early man lived by
observation; the plains upon which we lived were fairly
flat (the horizontal). Anythingthat moved on rhe plain
represented the vertical, therefore either a potential
danger or possibly something to eat. Laurence decorated
a jug with one thick band at the top. This defined the
top. He then added one to the base to enclose the area
within borders - this defined the space.
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lulian Bellmont demonstrates his brushwork for us. Photograph M.Fitzwiltiam.

By adding a further fine line near rhe wide band the pot
looked complete, just as a water colour does with a frame.
Laurence added a tall symmetrical flower design on one
side of the iug, leaving the other side blank. The eye had
to guess whether the design was on the other side. A
further similar design was added to the other side of this
iug. On turning the pot, the gap between the designs
looked awkward and highlighted the differences in themes.
By including rushes and grasses between the two previous
designs, the gap disappeared. The eye likes symmetry and
will complete missing parts that disappeararound a curve.
The eye assumes that the design will also be on the other
side.

lf three designs are thematically used and the pot is

rotated, the changing design is always being anticipated.
The pattern is appearing and disappearing in sequence and
therefore predictable. Should the designs differ markedly,
a disconcerting note is struck and look wrong even if you
do not know why - it just feels so. By looking in a mirror
and viewing our face, we become aware of a design where
Ieft and right are complementary. Two designs side by
side is less interesting, and four places us back to the
cross. Most appealing to the eye are the odd numbers 3
to 7. Beyond 7, the eye becomes confused and the
design becomes just a pattern such as wallpaper or a

printed fabric. With more reperition, the design becomes
a texture. Decorating a pot does not have to be painting.
Ribs caused by fingers in the throwing a rim that casts a
shadow, or a set of handles all act as decoration.
Generally, painted pots rely on smooth and even surfaces
that act as grounds to apply oxides. Painting oxides on a

pot or paper have much in common.

Guild members listened in rapt attention to Laurence's
words, I think we all learned something.

lulian Bellmont, when working for Alan Caiger-Smith,
made an error by firing tin-glazed pots too high. The
standard earthenware tin glaze is able to withstand a low
stoneware temperature of 1260"C. and survive. Tin
glazes had previously been accepted by conventional
wisdom as being only earthenware compatible. The great
disadvantage of earthenware is that it easily chips. Many
a good pot has been chipped on the rim or spout due to
the low firing. lulian has got around this problem, while
still keeping the glory of tin glazing and the lovely rich
colours so beloved by potters of old, by using a high
quality stoneware clay without grog (from Potters
Connections). He threw various bowls and pots to show
us how to pull up walls of clay from the bottom in an easy
manner, Ieaving very little to turn off at a later stage. The
Eeles used bats firmly anchored to a pad of clay on the
wheel head. Laurence used bats from Holland, made of
asbestos of a very smooth and hard quality. Julian did not
use them at all. The poti are wired off and lifted on to a

board. Larger items are torched with a very hot gas flame
before removal.

Laurence demonstrated throwing a bowl, immediately
drying it to leather hard with a gas torch, then turning ir
over and straight away turning the foot ring. This method
was used in making a small plate and he was able to turn
the foot ring, immediately after using the gas torch. I was
impressed this time as previously, when Alan Peascod
from Australia demonstrated his variant of the technique.
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The lustrous look to Julian's pog took me by surprise.
Tin glazed with an apparent show through of colour on
the inside (was this tin glaze on porcelain, I wondered).
The answer is that most pots are fired three times, bisque,
gloss and reduction in a gas kiln at approx. 77O.C. This
accounts for the lustre when the firing results in the oxides
turning either partially or totally back to metal. lt so
happens that muted colours appear on the inside, yet if
the piece is broken, it is shown that the oxides did not
appear to travel through the body. Whatever caused the
ghosting of the oxides on the reverse side, it is

attractive and mark his work as very different
others.

I have covered lightly the tour around three outstanding
potters' workplaces. lt was a great ioy to me to be able
to do so. Generally, pottery is a lonely and private
occupation and strangers, however well intentioned, are
not always welcome. Thankfully, we had the best of
receptions.

I have not included recipes, glazes or toolmaking in my
subjects, as I hope someone else will be able to supply
these details. The feel of the place is what interests me
most.

Should I be asked to do the same next year, may I suggest
the Suffolk and Norfolk area. Your input is important for
a successful weekend. Please forward any names and
addresses you wish to visit.

Brian Bicknell
FOOTNOTE

Our Pot crawl was an ougtanding event again and we are
Iucky to have such a dedicated organiser as Brian Bicknell
to arrange this annual activity for us. Thank you Brian, on
behalf of the Guild and those members and visitors who
went with us on such a memorable weekend.

Editor
PROFITE - JAilE KITVITIGTOT

In my family, the tradition of creating things came from
my mother. Her guiding principles were: never buy
something if you can make iq and, never discard anything
which could be converted into something else. Wartime
was her opportunity: she made clothes from old curtains,
blankets out of unravelled wool and hats out of rubbish
baskets (or was it rubbish baskets out of old haa?). But
she did sometimes create something beautiful and I still
have some of the furniture she decorated with old prints
she had bought for pennies in the Caledonian Road.

But my father was an academic and any gifts I may have
inherited through my mother were submerged by
ambitions of a more intellectual sort. lt was only when I

retired in 1990 that I felt free to indulge a wish I had
always had to make things out of clay.

So, with a feeling of reverting to being an ignorant student
again, I enrolled on an extramuralcourse at the local art
college. lt was a revelation. Never could I have believed

what infinite pleasure lay in store. To feel between one's
hands the emergence of an object, spun out of an old
Iump of clay, was to feel like Merlin. I was rejuvenated.
I was on a high which lasted days and week.

Luck contributed in a thousand ways.. There was an art
college at my door (St. Albans) and friends ro share my
enthusiasms. Best of all, there was enough in the kitty to
build a workshop and fit it out with wheel and kiln and all
the things one needs for making pots (shelves mostly, a
good many dustbins, a large sink with a clay trap, quite
apart from all the many ingredien$ which those glaze
recipes demand). I retrieved a bookcase from a garden
shed and purloined a mahogany cupboard made by my
grandfather but now distinctly elderly, iust the right height
for preparing clay.

And then I embarked on what has been a six-year adven-
ture. Highlights have been splendid week-long courses at
Brunel, where we went as residents in several summer
vacations. I found I could take on living on a campus,
although I have to say that returningto home and adult-
hood on the seventh day was very welcome.

This year we were resident in Wales with Phil Rogers. We
might look old but we had all the fun and life-style of 20
year-olds. And l'll never forget the laughter as we packed
and re-packed the car in an attempt to preserve the dry-
clay creations which had accumulated during the week

I have always enjoyed using my hands. Nowadays, when
they are holding clay, I could say I was at perfect peace.
Not that the gods always oblige. I sometimes swear; I am
often dissatisfied. I can honestlysay thatwhen lopen the
kiln (Christmas morning twelve times a year), I am very
rarely totally pleased with what I see. Its just the
possibility that this time it will be special ... something
which has been captured out of an idea and materialised
into solid form.

I like throwing best of all, but sometimes I model animals.
How can one do it? Where does it come from? There is
a perfectly good porcelain cat on the shelf at the moment.

most
from
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It is curled up, fast asleep with paws bunched and head
turned back. O.K., it is a cat - you can't not see that;
but it was a pig a koala bear and a pekinese before I got
it right. How does the brain know? What combination of
eye and hand leads one on? But it can happen. This was

a discovery for which it was worth waiting a lifetime.

I've always enjoyed colours (we bird-watch among other
things) and being a typical woman, I love clothes. So
glazing has a special fascination for me though, to be
honest, I know I still have everythingto learn. People say

every firing should include a test piece. As far as I am
concerned, everything which goes into the kiln is a test
piece. I am forever experimentingand once I can predict
what will happen, I tend to lose interest.

So where does all this get me? Well, naturally, into
membership of DCPG. Each year lots of new ideas. The
excellence of the demonstrations, particularly at the Open
Days is very impressive.... Sandy Brown, TakeshiYasuda,
Wally Keeler and a host of others. I can't manage pot
crawls or Pitstone, but I have enjoyed days at Hatfield and
elsewhere when we go public. But mostly the Guild is a
marvellous opportunity to look at other people's work.

As a nation, I think we are spectators rather than doers.
Phil Rogers is very keen to teach his studeng to look. His
book has a list in an appendix of his favourite museum
collections of pos. After our week with him, I found I

was considering form more carefully (as opposed to
decoration which I think I was previously more aware of).
So now, if you hand me a cup of tea, I am assessing the
shape of the cup; if you try to sell me a kettle, it has got
to have pleasing proportions. (Roy Strong says even
ironing boards should have decorative qualities).

Form, colour and technique. There is something to learn
to fill every hour of every day. I sometimes wish I had
started potting 50 years ago.

ITOTEBOOK

If you want to place an advertisement in the Newsletter,
please contact Digby Stott.
As a general rule, it is far more satisfactory to place your
advertisement in writing, rather than by phone. We have
had a few instances of telephone miscommunication
leading to incorrect information appearing and this has

also applied to some of the brief repors, given to us

verbally.
As my old mathematics teacher used to say "remember,
bad ink is bett*er than.r|:P:ri.T:T??.;.

The 'copy dates', i.e. dates on which articles for printing
must be with the Editor are given in each issue of the
Newsletter. This does not stop members from ringing up
to ask me when the copy date isl Having said that, this
issue had to have a copy date cut-off earlier than usual, so

that we can go to print early, thereby ensuring that all
members are told that our next meeting will be at the
Methodist Church Hall in Kings Lanelev.

lf you have any article for the Newsletter, please do send
it in as soon as you can, since last minute information
sometimes j"'l :Tl:l ?: ll'll*f ; * * * * *

Our Library bookcase is now complete and a book
selection team is swinging into action, even as I type this
note. A few details have to be worked through by the
Committee, but the library should be operational for our
September meeting at the Methodist Church Hall, Kings
Langley. lf you want to borrow a book, be sure to bring
your Membership card with you. The complete book list
is held by Pam Bishop who has very kindly agreed to be
our librarian ********************

The second Marigold Austin Article has missed this
issue of the newsletter & at the time of writing has not
been received. Marigold sends her apologies for the
delay, but has had some problems with sorting out her
pottery buitding to satisfy the rating office. She has also
had a recent health problem. We do hope that Marigold
ovencornes these difriculties & we look forvard to
reading her next antt.:t: ff i;...

Our splendid "Pavilion" or "Gtzebo", used at Lark-in-
the-Park is available for the use of guild members, for
their own outdoor exhibitions, garden parties etc. Now
you can imprcss your friends & add that extra zing to
yourevent! phone 01442 242 332.
The promised photographs of "Lark in the Park" wetr
not rcceived, so I hastily erected the gazebo again & put
3 wheels arriving back from Ad-in-Action under it, so

that those of yur who were not with us can have an idea
of how it looks

Merryn Fitzwilliam
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THE REDBOURTE STEAi' RATI.Y

When Anne Ridgeway of the Hers Visual Arg Forum
asked me if I could help in the crafg tent at the
Redbourne Steam Rally, I should have offered to make
finger puppets or mask. I have no idea what possessed
me to suggest that I might be able to bring a potter,s
wheel. I've only been throwingsince Septemberand was
too much of a chicken to help with the 'have a go' at the
Chiltern Museum Event in May (ldid, however, make los
of tea). I suppose I thought that fate would intervene, the
wheel would not be available or it would not be
compatible with the generator and I would have to help
with one of the other crafts in the tent instead. As it was,
and I left all the preparation to the very last minute, it all
went horribly smoothly. Linda said "yes" and provided a
box full of everything I could possibly need and Mervyn
said "fine" and gave me a good selection of Guild
Pubticity.

The Redbourne Steam Rally is a two-day event in aid of
the Polio Foundation; although it was well attended, the
crafts tent was not well signposted and the two days were
constant but relaxed. Fortunately my brother William
offered to spend the Saturday with me. He was my first
victim and did surprisingly well, which boosted my
confidence. During the afternoon the crowds started to
gather. I sat by the wheelwhile William wrote names on
plates, tied up aprons and passed me balls of clay. Then,
just as I was beginning to need a break, the lovely pam

Bishop turned up and took over.

Sunday was much the same, the air full of hurdy-gurdy
music and the smell of steam engines. pam stayed with
me all day and we made lots of pots. During the after-
noon Pam commissioned Pip Cullingford, the portraitist,
to sketch Veronica and me at work. The result - you see.

Thanks to Linda and Mervyn, rhank to William and big,
big, big thank to Pam. I really enioyed my rwo-day
baptism of fire and, suffice it to say, my centering has
improved as it only can when 20 people are watching and
they all think you know what you are doing.

Katherine Green

tl*^.:-' , l*'^

DCPG COIIIITTEE IIST
Murray Fieldhouse (President) O1442-851 229
Northfields Studio, Tring, Hers. HP23 5QW
Ruth Karnac (chair) ol 895-631 738
35 Kingsend, Ruislip, Mdx. HA4 7DD
Mervyn Fitzvuilliam (Vice-Chair u Newsletter)
"Longfield", Bulstrode Lane, 01+42-242 332
Felden, Hemel Hempstead, Heru. HP3 OBP

John Beckley (Secretary) 01923-822 659
44 Wolsey Rd., Nonhwood, Mdx. HA6 2EN
Digby Stott (Advertising Secretary)O 1 +42-250 5 40
"Broomfield", 36 Box Lane, Boxmoor,
Herts. HP3 ODl
Val BarneS (Programme Organiser)
"Copper Trees", Cryers Hill Lane,Ol 494-7l6 180
High Wycombe, Buck. HPl5 6A,{.
Elaine Hudson (Open Day) 01628-826 06l
School Cottage, Henley Rd.,
Stubbings, Maidenhead, SL6 6QW.
Brian Bicknell (Pot Crawl) 01494-530 050
4l Coates Lane, High Wycombe,
Buck. HPl3 5ET
Linda Bryant (Publicity and Recruitment)
63 Ebberns Rd., 01442-233 521
Hemel Hempstead, Heru. HP3 9QR
TonY Stevens
84 Kings Rd., Berkhamsted,
Heru. HP4 3BP

Pam Bishop (Librarian)
4 Gade Close, Gadebridge,

01442-384 861

01442-62409
Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP1 3LH
Caroline Hughes
I 7 Gallows Hill Lane, Abbos Langley,
Heru. WD5 ODB 01923-269 195
Harry Karnac (Newslerter sub-ed.) O1 895-631 738

OTHER EVENTS

Buck.Potterv and Sculpture Societv

Sat.4th Oct.'97.10.30 a.m.-4.30 p.m. A special day
course with lohn Dunn on the subiect "Arts and Crafu as

a Business" at Little Kingshill Village Hall.
Fee: f 15.00 (including lunch). Ring Wendy Fowler on
O1494 524351 to book a place.

(John Dunn has always regarded a sound understanding of business
management as an essential pre-requisite of the development of his own
personal work, without compromise. Understanding terms such as
market lead and product lead, making sense of the ratio between
turnover and profit are all skills which enable today,s crafupeople to
spend more time focusing on significant work. Thus less time need be
spent underpinningwith productionwhich is market led.
A wide range of topics will be discussed including product developmenr,
contactinggalleries, after-salesservice, cash flow, VAT and accounting).

F(EDR S^G\T-E
SLAB ROLTER - Almost Brand lllew

OIULY C559 - Tel: lD1442 2423,32lt.ruaF
--t'
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BRUNEL
UNIVERSITY

Arts Centre
Brunel University
Uxbridge Middx
Tube lines:
Piccadilly &
Metropolitan

Brunel University
exists to provide high quality education
and research of use to the community

BRUNEL UNIVERSITY ARTS CENTRE
199711998 WEEKEND COURSES IN

CERAMICS AND SCULPTURE
October

I I l17 Sculpture: Life Modelling in clay with Jo Miller

lB/19 Throwing with Paula Gray

November

I l7 Ceramic Colour in Decoration with George Wilson

Bl 9 Wax Sculpture with .Julian Cooksey

l5ll6 Creative Slab Pottery with Beryl Sedgwick

7723 Teapots- handbuilt & thrown with Paula Gray

79R0 Understanding and develpoing Ceramic glazes

& 6 Dec with Jonathan Switzman

December

7 Kiln Surgerywith Paula Gray

13/14 Modelling in clayt Hands and Fe* w

For free brochure with full details of 1997l98 programme : 
i

0 I 895 773487 or fax 0 I 895 203250

rili-tt
lvt&fffd#" ffi3Y*4?*

CITY & GUILDS - CERTIFICATE IN CERAMICS 79OO

DO YOU WANT TO BECOME A STUDIO POTTER WITH THE
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS TO DESIGN, MAKE AND FIRE YOUR OWN

WORK ?

At Aylesbury College we can offer a two year , part time course of one day per week
(5 hours) to enable you to acquire these necessary skills. Learn all the making and

decorating techniques - how to make plaster moulds and slip casting moulds - how to

use a range ofclays and learn about the packing and firing procedures, including Raku,

glaze technology and health and safety practices.

The course also contains a design element which will enable you to approach your
work from a new perspective.

All students will be expected to spend some time on desigrr work outside college
hours,

No previous experience necessary.

For further information ptease contact Eleanor Glaze on (01296) 612293



AYEFCO tTD
LOIIGFIELD, BULSTROOE LANE, FELDEII, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD,
HERTFOROSHIRE HP3 (tBP

PHONE / FtX 01,442 242332

*
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Reg. Design

ALL I,IODELS HAVE PRECISE SPEED COIilIROL & ARE
AVAII,ABLE WITTI TIIE TOIJOT'ING FEATT'RES -
RTGHT OR LEFT FO(IT COUTROL
ouR tmIQUE HAIID CONTROL SYSTEH
WHEELHEAD REVERSIIfG
REI'OVABLE TRAYS
BATTS FROI.T 20 TO 60 Cln. DIAIIETER
I{HEELHF"N) HEIGHT EXTEIISION SYSTEII T A T'HOLE
RANGE OF DESIGX VARIATIONS TlO SUIT YOU.

Please Telephonefor our Price List

I BOTZ range of lead & cadmium-free
glazes for earthenware, stoneware &
1150'c firing,

f HIGH HilNG COLOURS ranse of
glaze & body stains.

I Top & front loading kilns.

I Amaco & Duncan - glazes &
underglazes.

I Mail order - Access & Visa, Trade &
educatlon supplied.

Please contact Steve Ralferty at:

CERAMA'TECH LTD,
Unltc 16 & 17 Frontier Workc,
33 Queen Street,
london Nl7 8JA
Tel: 0l8l 885 4492
Farc Ol81 365 1563
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